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ABSTRACT
This theoretical work in progress introduces the Mathematical Task
Framework (MTF) to computing educators and makes the case for
its application to primary and middle grade computing (CSK8).
Early work is described in which the MTF is synthesized with
prior computing work, and some familiar programming tasks are
evaluated through it. Extensions of this work are then discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As primary and middle grade computing (CSK8) grows around the
world, instructional tasks continue to proliferate. A CSK8 educa-
tor today has access to tasks published by national, state, or local
bodies; tasks created by educational companies and not-for-profit
organizations; and tasks they create or adapt themselves. Many
types of CSK8 tasks are now familiar to educators: unplugged activi-
ties, code reading and prediction exercises, Parsons problems, faded
examples, step-by-step programming tutorials, and open-ended
projects, among others. CSK8 teachers have many options.

Dengel and Gehrlein [4] have found, though, that it can be un-
clear, or at least a matter of opinion, which task type is apt for the
conceptual or procedural learning goals at hand. We might expect
that programming-education taxonomies and frameworks such as
SOLO [1, 7], Matrix [6], and CCCP [5] would help. Unfortunately
such frameworks have been found difficult to use or impractical for
the job of instructional design or teaching [6, 8, 9].
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1.1 A task framework for CSK8
This raises questions for us in CSK8 as we design and select learning
tasks. Through our tasks are we in fact prompting the thinking and
learning we describe in our objectives? Are we demanding more
than students can handle, or perhaps not enough? Are there task
types or specific task elements that, by their design, dependably
generate certain demand? The present study (in progress) aims
to answer these and related questions, by capturing the cognitive
demand of CSK8 tasks in concrete, recognizable classroom terms.

2 MATHEMATICAL TASK FRAMEWORK
Mathematics education provides a useful starting point: the Mathe-
matical Task Framework (MTF) from Stein and Lane [10]. Part of
the MTF [10, p. 58] is presented here in condensed form: four kinds
of task demand, from least to most demanding.

Memorization. “Committing facts, rules, or definitions to mem-
ory,” or reproducing those that were previously learned. Such tasks
contain little ambiguity and have “little or no connection to con-
cepts or meaning.”

Procedures Without Connections to Underlying Concepts.
Using a “well-rehearsed algorithm” to complete a problem “with
no attention to why or how the algorithm works” and with “lim-
ited, if any, connection to underlying mathematical ideas.” Such
tasks require “little cognitive effort” because the algorithm is either
“specifically modeled” prior to being given or “its use is evident”
thanks to explicit instruction or the context in which it appears.

ProceduresWith Connections to Underlying Concepts. Us-
ing a procedure in a way that “maintains and/or develops deep
levels of understanding of mathematical concepts and ideas.” Stu-
dents may “follow a suggested pathway through the problem,” but
that pathway is “broad” and contains “close connections to underly-
ing conceptual ideas.” This is contrasted with following a “narrow
algorithm that is opaque with respect to underlying concepts.”

DoingMathematics. Applying “complex, non-algorithmic think-
ing” to a task where “there is not a predictable, well-rehearsed
approach or pathway explicitly suggested by the task, task instruc-
tions, or a worked out example.” Such tasks can be “likened to the
processes in which mathematicians engage when solving problems.”

3 APPLICATION TO CSK8
From this we can envision a CSK8 Task Framework, adapted to
primary computing. Allowing for words that mathematics and
computing use differently (e.g., algorithm and procedure), the task
characteristics described in the MTF are familiar in CSK8.

A Memorization task comprises simple knowledge; it might be
recalling syntax or interface elements.
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A Procedures Without Connections task requires work of some
kind, but contains little ambiguity about what is to be done. A
student may be able to complete it by mimicking what they have
been shown, without creative or conceptual thought. Tasks like
this might include a code puzzle with a well-rehearsed or obvious
answer, or copying code from a teacher, classmate, or tutorial.

A Procedures With Connections task requires the student to apply
conceptual programming knowledge. The general approach may
be clear, but it takes effort and understanding to complete and may
call for creativity, adaptation, or extension. “Modify” and “remix”
tasks fit here; reading and comprehending code too, suggesting
that “passive” tasks like code tracing, predicting, explaining, and
debugging are as cognitively demanding as writing new code. Note
that this level does not entail working code; pseudocode counts.

Finally, a Doing Computing task is the most demanding, requir-
ing the student to work out their own strategy from what they
understand of the concepts, procedures, and constraints at hand.

Importantly, these categories are posed without judgment or
inherent pedagogical value. Each type of demand has its appropriate
use. The key is the ability to distinguish them. With a framework
such as this, an educator is better equipped to accurately assess the
learning opportunity that any given task affords [2, 11] and weigh
its suitability for the context at hand.

3.1 Assessing a sample task
As a first application, the task shown here is from the Hour of Code
catalog at Code.org [3]. This is step 5 in a sequence of 20 exercises
of increasing complexity. The learner is given code that produces a
geometric pattern. The challenge is to correctly fill in two missing
parameters. It is visually engaging; the instructions are clear. What
kind of thinking does it demand?

Figure 1: Block coding task: what level of demand?

When done in sequence, where each puzzle closely resembles
the ones that came before it—and the correct values appear in the
instructions—a learner can complete this from visual cues or habit.
Only shallow tracing may be needed. This is type (2), Procedures
Without Connections. But if a teacher deploys this same task alone
or out of sequence, tracing is very much required: type (3), Proce-
dures With Connections. If the completed pattern were supplied
with no code, only instructions to “Create this pattern,” then this
task might be (3) or even (4) Doing Computing. The same program
may be scaffolded in different ways, resulting in different levels and
types of demand.

4 FUTUREWORK AND DISCUSSION
The present paper outlines a starting point for a CSK8 task frame-
work. To fully realize the framework I will carry out a qualitative
synthesis of the MTF with prior work in computing education. Af-
ter drafting the framework I will validate it using case studies of
published CSK8 tasks, expanding on the example used here. Educa-
tors will see the variety of forms a “demanding” task may take, and
the levels of demand at which a single task may be implemented.

It can be expected that the CSK8 task framework will contribute
to CSK8 curriculum design and professional development, as the
MTF has done for mathematics [2, 11]. It may recast our understand-
ing of what constitutes “rich” or “real” computing, and open up new
ways of implementing familiar tasks. It may also provide structure
for instructional coaching, helping CSK8 teachers recognize and
maintain rigorous engagement.
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